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ABSTRACT. In this paper we study dynamical systems embedded in a con-

servative field of forces, whose potential is "singular." We look for T-periodic

solutions of these systems by variational methods.

0. Introduction. In this paper we look for T-periodic solutions of the La-

grangian system of ordinary differential equations:

(*) jt^(t,q,q)-^(t,q,q)=0,        qeC2(R,RN),

where the Lagrangian function C(t,q, £) is given, as usual, by

N N

i,j = l ¿ = 1

ÍGR, q,£eRN,

and dij(t,q), bi(t,q), c(t,q), V(t,q) are C1 real-valued functions, T-periodic in t.

Moreover we suppose that the "potential" V(t,q) is defined in R x fi, where fi is

an open subset of Rw, and V{t,q) —► -oo as?-» dQ.

Many authors have studied this problem in the case when fi = R^ (so dQ = 0)

under various assumptions on the growth of V(t,q) as \q\ —► oo: cf., for instance,

[2, 3, 5, 9, 10]. W. B. Gordon was the first to study our case by means of variational

methods, and we refer to [6, 7] for the physical motivation of the problem (cf. also

the end of this section). Finally we refer to [1, 8] for the case V(t,q) —► +oo as

q^dQ {Ü¿RN).
In this paper we suppose that:

(0.1) {oij{t,q)}ij is a symmetric matrix, and there exists a function A : RN —>

]0, +oo[ such that:

(i) E," =i Oij{t, q)Zit} > A(<?)|£|2 for any t € R, q, Ç € RN;

(ii) there are real constants c\ > 0 and u G [0,1[ such that X(q) > Ci(|ç|" + 1)_1

for any q G RN.

(0.2) There exists M > 0 such that |6,-(i,ç)| < M for any i = 1,2, ...,7V and

1ER, qGRN.

(0.3) c(t, q)>0 for any t G R, q G R N
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(0.4) There exist a function U G C1(f2,R), a neighborhood M of RJV\Ü and a

constant c2 > 0 such that:

(i) lim,^an U{q) = -oo;

(ii) -V{t,q) > \U'{q)\2 - c2 for any t G R and q G M n fi.

The theorems we now state were announced in rather different form in [4] (cf.

Remark 0.2 for some generalizations).

THEOREM O.l.   Let N = 2 and fi = R2\{0}.   Assume that (0.1)-(0.4) hold,

ant

there exist real constants c?,,ca > 0 and u G [0, 2 — v\
(0.5) »*.»«> i

such that V(t, q) < c^q^ + C4 for any í G R, q G fi.

Then there exists at least one T-periodic solution of (*).

THEOREM 0.2. Let N > 2, and let fi be symmetric with respect to the origin.

Assume that (0.1)-(0.5) hold, and

(0.6) dij, bi, c, and Vare (T/2)-periodic in t;

(0.7) Oij,c, and Vare even in q and bi are odd in q.

Then there exists a pair {q,—q) of T-periodic solutions of(*).

REMARK 0.1. If bi = 0 and we deal with the autonomous case, then under the

same hypotheses of Theorem 0.1 or 0.2 there exists a solution of (*) with minimal

period T (cf. §1 below).

Notice that hypotheses (0.1) and (0.2) are motivated by the positiveness of the

kinetic energy of a mechanical system; moreover we emphasize that {aij(t,q)}i¿

can go to zero as |<7| —» 00. Condition (0.4) has been introduced by W. B. Gordon

(cf. [6, 7]); in [6] he considers the autonomous second-order Hamiltonian system:

q = — V'(q) in the case when V(q) is bounded from above as |<7| —» 00.

We observe that condition (0.5) permits one to consider, for instance, conserva-

tive dynamical systems with a periodic "forcing" term.

REMARK 0.2. As we shall see in the sequel, Theorem 0.1 still holds under

more general assumptions on the open set fi: for example, in the case when fi =

RN\Pi U P2, where N > 2 and Pi (i = 1,2) are linear subspaces of RN such that

P1C\P2 = {0} and 1 < dim(P¿) < N — 2, * = 1,2. This is the geometrical situation

which occurs in the study of the planar n-body problem (cf. [6]).

Finally we give a simple application of Theorem 0.1. Let us consider the system:

q — \q\~2 + f(t) where /:R-»R2 is continuous and periodic. If we set V(t, q) —

~\q\~2 + (/(Ok)it2 tnen (0.1)-(0.5) are satisfied; (0.4) in particular, holds with

U(q) = log \q\, M = {q G R2||<?l < 1}, and c2 = U/H«,.

1. Proofs of the theorems. If x,y G RN, we denote by \x\ and xy the

Euclidean norm and the inner product in RN. For 1 < p < 00 let ||g||p be the norm

in L*(R,RN); moreover we consider the Sobolev space H1 = i/1'2([0,T],RN)

obtained by the closure of the C°° T-periodic functions q(t) with respect to the

norm

rT \ ^

\q(t)\2dt)      .(£\q(t)\2dt + J*
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Hl is an Hubert space, and we denote by (■, •) the duality between H1 and its

dual H~l. We recall that H1 is compactly embedded in C([0,T],Rw).

Finally, we set lm(q) = {q(t)\t G [0,T]} and 6(q) = swpxy€lm{q) \x - y\.

Let us consider the functional:

/(?) = Ö /     J2 aij(t,q)qlq:idt+ /    y^bl(t,q)qidt
¿Jo   w.i Jo   l=1

+ /    c(t,q)dt- /    V{t,q)dt,
Jo Jo

which is defined on the open subset A*fi = {q G H1\lm(q) C fi} of H1. It is

easy to verify that / G C1(A1fi,R) and its critical points (that is, the zeros of /')

are T-periodic solutions of (*). The functional / is, in general, not bounded from

below on A*fi; then, in order to prove Theorem 0.1, we shall check that / attains

its minimum value on a nontrivial homotopy class of A1fi, where fi = R2\{0}.

We shall need the following lemma (in the sequel a\,a2, ■ ■ ■ will denote positive

constants).

LEMMA 1.1. Let fi = R2\{0}. Then \\q\\oo < S{q) for any q G Axfi which is
not homotopic to a constant in fi.

PROOF. We argue by contradiction and assume that |ç(£o)| > Hi) f°r some

¿o G [0,T]. Then Im(ç) is contained in {x G R2| [*— q(tç,)\ < ¿(q)} C fi, and q is

homotopic to a constant in fi, so we get a contradiction.

REMARK 1.1. Since \q(tt) - q{t2)\ = | /t'2 q(t) dt\ < \\q\\2\h -i2|1/2, Lemma 1.1

implies: ||ç|| < C5H9H2, where C5 > 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM O.l. Let A0 be a nontrivial homotopy class. In our

assumptions, for any q G Ao, we have

/(*) = Ö /     ^2 aij(t,q)qiqjdt+ /    Y]bi{t,q)qtdt
2Jo   ij^i Jo   ¿=1

+ /    c{t,q)dt- /    V(t,q)dt
Jo Jo

>\l   X(q)\q\2 dt - M f   \q\dt- [   (c3\q\" + c4) dt
¿ Jo Jo Jo

>\j   ei(tar + l)-x|9|2 dt - M\\qh - tz\\q% - Tc4

> |{ax||ç|r + lrl^l2 - M\\q\U - esH«i|J¡ - Tc4

> |(«ill<7ir + l)"1^!!«?»2 - oalliU - asM" - Tc4 > -a4

because 2 — v > max{l,/z}.

So the functional / is bounded from below on Ao- Let (qn)n C Ao be a mini-

mizing sequence of /. From coercivity, it is bounded in H1; then we can select a

subsequence (still denoted by (<?„)„) such that qn —► q0 G H1 weakly in H1 and
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uniformly. We shall prove that, if go G dA1U, then we have

(1.1) lim   /    V{t,qn)dt = -oo,
n—ooy0

and this is not possible because {f(qn)n) is bounded.

In fact, suppose qo G ¿M1!!; since if Im^o) C dfi (1.1) is trivial, we can assume

that <7o(0) G <9fi and there exists r > 0 such that qo{t) G JJ PI fi for any t g]0, t].

Since (||<j„||2)n and (U(qn(f)))n are bounded, we have

-a8 - U(qn(0)) < U(qn(T)) - U(qn(0))

= f ftU(ln(t)) dt < JT \U'(qn)\ \qn\dt

<   (I   \U'(qn)\2dt\       \\qn\\2<a6(J   \U'{qn)\2dt\       ,

and therefore, by (0.4) (i),

(1.2) lim   /   |í/'(gn)|2dí = +oo.
n^ooj0

Since V(t,qn{t)) < a7 for any t G [0,T] and n G N, by (0.4)(ii) it follows that

f    V{t,qn)dt=   i   V{t,qn)dt+ f    V(t,qn)dt
Jo Jo Jt

<- f   \U'(qn)\2dt + rc2 + a7(T-T).
Jo

By the previous inequality and (1.2) we get (1.1).

We can conclude that qo belongs to A'fi and to Ao also (by the uniform conver-

gence). Moreover, by the weakly lower semicontinuity of /, it follows that go is the

minimum of / on Ao-

Let us consider now the case N > 2 (as in Theorem 0.2). Since fi can be

homotopically trivial (for example if fi = R3\{0}), we shall restrict the functional

/ to the subspace (cf. [3])

E = {qeHl\q(t + T/2) = -q(t)}.

Observe that each q G E has mean value zero; then Wirtinger's inequality holds:

(1.3) c6¡|c||2 < II4H2    for any q G E, where c6 = 2?r/(T + 2tt).

The choice of the subspace E is also motivated by the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.2. // q G E fi A1fi is a critical point of f\EnAln> then q is a critical

point of f.

PROOF. Let q G £Tl Axfi be a critical point of /jjsnA'ni tnat isi

(1.4) if'{q),h) = 0    for any h € E.

We prove that (1.4) holds for any h G H1. In order to get this, fix h G H1 and

set h(t) = /ii(í) + h2(t), where

hl(t) = h{t)-h(t + T/2),    and    h2{t) = h(t + T/2).
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Since hi G E, by (1.4), we have

0=(f'(q),h1) = (f'(q),h)-{f'(q),h2).

By (0.6), (0.7) it is easy to verify that (f'(q),h2) = -{f'{q),h). Then the
conclusion follows.

PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2. By Lemma 1.2 it suffices to look for the critical

points of the functional / on the open subset EnA1^! of E. By using (1.3) instead

of Lemma 1.1, it can be seen, as in the proof of Theorem 0.1, that / is bounded

from below and attains its minimum value.

Let us consider the autonomous case, and assume that bi(q) = 0 (i = 1,2,... ,N).

Moreover, suppose that g is a critical point of / and T/k (k G N, k > 2) is a period

of the function q{t). Then it is easy to check that qh(t) — q{t/k) is still a critical

point of /, and that f{qk) < f{q) (cf. [3]). Therefore T is the minimal period of

the solutions given by Theorems 0.1 and 0.2.

Now we shall sketch some generalizations of Theorem 0.1, as mentioned in Re-

mark 0.2. Let fi be an open set of RN (N > 2). As in [6], we consider the following

subset A C A'fi:

}6A# for any c > 0 there exists a compact subset Kc of R"

which contains any peA'il such that p is homotopic to g in fi

and the arclength of p is < c.

Clearly, if fi = R2\{0}, then q G A <=> q is not homotopically trivial, but, in

general, this is not the case.

Suppose A ^ 0, and let Ao be a homotopy class. Then we can minimize / on

Ao provided a geometrical estimate like Lemma 1.1 is available for the functions in

Ao- We limit ourself to stating the following variant of Lemma 1.1.

LEMMA 1.3.   Letü = RN\Pi U P2 when Pi, P2 are as in Remark 0.2.

Then A/ 0 and, if Ao is a homotopy class C A, there exists c7 > 0 such that,

for any q G Ao, we have \\q\\oo < c7ê(q).

PROOF. It is easy to see that A ^ 0; let A0 be a homotopy class C A. Now,

for any r > 0, we set p(r) = sup{er > 0| for any x G R^with \x\ = r, Pi fl

Ba(x) = 0 or P2 n Ba{x) = 0} [B9{x) = {y G R"| \y - x\ < a}). Then p(r)

increases proportionally to r, that is, there exists eg > 0 such that p(r) = c$r.

Set c7 = 2/cg, and suppose that there exists q G Ao such that ||o||oo > c7<5(<7)-

Then ||<7||oo = k(£o)| for some ¿o G [0,T]. Set A = B^^q~¡(q(to)) and observe that

Hq) ^ p(|9(io)|) (otherwise Pi n A — 0 or P2 D A = 0, and this implies q £ A0),

so k(*o)l = Iklloo > c76(q) > c7p(\q(t0)\) = c7c8\q(t0)\ = 2|g{i0)|, which is not
possible.
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